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Ring-shaped silicon nitride microresonators on a chip coupled with an optical
fiber. Credit: Victor Brasch/Erwan Lucas/EPFL

EPFL scientists have found a way to miniaturize frequency combs,
realizing a new step toward miniaturization of such tools. Their device
can measure light oscillations with a precision of 12 digits.

A compact, precision tool for counting and tracking laser frequencies
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may improve atomic clocks and optical data transmission devices.
However, light waves oscillate hundreds of trillions of times per second,
a frequency that is impossible to measure directly. Large pulsed laser
sources are typically used to produce "frequency combs" that can link
the optical domain to the radio frequencies and make counting the
oscillations of light possible. EPFL scientists have found a way to
miniaturize frequency combs, realizing a new step toward
miniaturization of such tools. Their device was capable of measuring
light oscillations with a precision of 12 digits. The work is published in
the journal Light: Science and Applications.

The lab of Tobias J. Kippenberg at EPFL, in a project led by Victor
Brasch and Erwan Lucas, created what is called a "self-referenced
optical frequency comb". This is essentially a series of densely-spaced
spectral lines whose spacing is identical and known. Because they are so
well defined, optical frequency combs can be used as a "ruler" for
measuring the frequency – or color – of any laser beam. By comparing
an unknown color to this ruler, it is possible to calculate its frequency.
However, this implies a critical step called "self-referencing", a method
that exactly determines the position of each individual tick of the
frequency ruler, but demands a very long ruler – a broad spectral range,
as scientists say – which is challenging to obtain.

Although optical frequency combs earned their inventors the Nobel prize
in Physics in 2005, they still required bulky optical setups. Prof.
Kippenberg's lab showed in 2007 that optical frequency combs could be
created using tiny devices called "optical microresonators": microscopic
ring-shaped structures made from very fine silicon nitride measuring a
few millimeters to a few tens of microns in diameter. These structures
can trap a continuous laser light and convert it into ultra-short pulses –
solitons – thanks to the special nonlinear properties of the device. The
solitons travel around the microresonator 200 billion times per second
and the pulsed output from the microresonator creates the optical
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frequency comb.

Last year, the group solved an outstanding challenge, demonstrating that
a careful control of the microresonator parameters, enabled to generate a
very broad frequency spectrum directly on-chip. At this point, the
frequencies generated extend over two thirds of an octave compared
with the frequency of the incoming laser (an octave refers to either
double or half the frequency). When combined with a laser transfer
system, based on non-linear crystals, the team's approach enabled self-
referencing, while eliminating the need for bulky, external systems
traditionally used for frequency broadening.

With this, the researchers could prove that their optical frequency comb
can be used for the most precise measurement applications: they
measured the frequency of a laser using their technique as well as a
traditional frequency comb system and showed that the two results
agreed over 12 digits.

The technology is amenable to integration with both photonic elements
and silicon microchips. Establishing devices that provide a RF to optical
link on a chip may catalyze a wide variety of applications such as
integrated, atomic clocks and on-chip, and could contribute to making 
optical frequency metrology ubiquitous.

  More information: Self-referenced photonic chip soliton Kerr
frequency comb. Light: Science & Applications (2017) 6,
e16202; 13 January 2017. DOI: 10.1038/lsa.2016.202
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